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Foreword
A warm welcome to Thebe Foundation
Trust’s (TFT) inaugural Impact Report.
The Foundation’s raison d’etre is dedicated to
‘building communities’ such that communities
are empowered to take ownership of their
own development. This we inherited from
the founding fathers of our founding (or
corporate) body, the Thebe Investment
Corporation (TIC). In this report we’re
excited to share some of our stories of impact,
of social investment, of enterprise and supplier
development, supported by our many partners
and stakeholders.
The Thebe Foundation Trust (TFT) was established in 2011
by the Thebe Investment Corporation (TIC) founded in 1992,
to maximize and continue driving community development
leading to empowering communities and changing lives.
Thebe Investment Corporation’s founding fathers, Nelson
Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Beyers Naude and Dr Enos Mabuza
instilled these principles of ‘communities as the bottom line’
to guide TIC’s corporate work bringing in a new approach to
embracing communities as integral partners and stakeholders
when doing business.
Since its establishment, TFT embarked on a select number of
initiatives which you’ll read about in this report. We used the
first years to actively engage with select community sectors
i.e. education, and enterprise-supplier development. These
gave us good exposure to the landscape of development
further confirming the need to closely work with communities
as a means to empower them and not turn them into
perpetual dependents on corporate handouts and mercy.
We further learnt that ‘empowerment’ is not an easy road,
demanding of patience, honesty and realistic planning and
resourcing. However, this for TIC and TFT remains the only
if not credible approach if we are to truly build a prosperous
society where the marginalized form part of the development
and growth chain.
In 2018, the TFT board of trustees reviewed our work to
date and agreed to revise our strategy to be more deliberate

about bringing communities into the fore by creating wealth
system that will directly benefit communities. We also
decided to define what we mean by communities as well
as work within defined communities to be able to overtime
measure our impact, challenges and success. With this in
mind we are resolute in spending all of the revenue we make
through our investment strategy back in communities. This
should over time be demonstrable by
being able to clearly point to a ’community’ that would
have truly moved from need to owning and driving its own
development agenda.
As TFT we feel privileged to be in this position where we
continue to strive to set new norms in industry. This is
the modus operandi we aim to spread to other corporate
partners.
As you read this report, we invite you to think of ways in
which we can collaborate, learn from each other and share
strategies aimed at truly empowering our societies from which
we earn profit and growth to meaningfully and collectively
reduce poverty and unemployment.
Whilst this report summarizes TFT’s social investment
initiatives to date, it must be said that this is but the
beginning. We are constantly looking to see where we can
add value, improve what we do and expand our community
development offering.
To succeed in our goal of building communities will take a
long-term, collaborative approach. We are committed to the
journey ahead of us and seeing where the road will lead us.
Look forward to engaging further.
Linda Vilakazi
Chairperson, Thebe Foundation Trust

Building
Our bottom line.
Lindacommunities.
Vilakazi
Chairperson, Thebe Foundation Trust
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As I come into this role, I am truly
energised to build on this foundation
and legacy of our founding fathers.
I have been in international development for just over 20
years and I can safely say Thebe tackles the real, hard issues
of development. To start with, the places we operate in are
not common to many and we build entrepreneurship skills
in places where many would rather not go. When it comes
to education, Thebe Foundation deals with the challenging
issues at the foundational stage from Grades R, and 1 to7.
This impact draws a picture of progressive improvements, and
ensures that our children are able to read for meaning at the
right age and grade. This is where Thebe has been working
quietly in the last six years.
Though an independent member of the Thebe family, the
Thebe Foundation Trust has been running the Enterprise
Development arm for the group. How exciting it has
been to see small and micro enterprises transformed into
formal and stable businesses, with growth that none of the
partners would have imagined.

Lehlohonolo Chabeli
CEO, Thebe Foundation Trust

CEO’s Welcome
I have recently joined the Thebe Foundation Trust (TFT), as from the 1st May 2019. My
first impression by just looking at the Thebe tagline – Building Communities. Our bottom
line - was sheer delight. On my first 4th day at work I attended a graduation ceremony of
Thebe UJ Small Business Enrichment Programme (SBEP), and I was blown away.

A few weeks later I attended a Steering Committee meeting in Mpumalanga for our Literacy and Numeracy Programme. This
is a joint meeting chaired by the Department of Education and attended by Thebe Foundation training teams on the ground, as
well as school principals and Heads of Departments. It was from this meeting that I learned that Thebe is committed to bringing
to life our founding fathers’ dream of building a company with a social conscience from the beginning in 1992, when Thebe
Investment Corporation was established.
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As I come into this role, I am truly energised to build on this
foundation and legacy of our founding fathers.
The TFT board is excited about our new strategy. They have
envisaged a future where Thebe Foundation has deepened
its impact and touched the lives of our communities in real
and meaningful ways. Thebe’s influence within the group
of companies is seen through the Thebe Codes, that
goes beyond the call of duty and expands to impacting
in communities – and this is expected to increase going
forward.
We are delighted to share this impact report as the
beginning of ongoing reports that will not only update our
audience, but will also challenge corporate communities to
go beyond the call of duty as prescribed within the BBEEE
codes.
Until next time,

Lehlohonolo Chabeli
CEO, Thebe Foundation Trust
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ABOUT THE THEBE FOUNDATION
Building Communities. Our bottom line.
Simply put, building communities is one of the core reasons for our
existence.
To enhance Thebe’s community programmes, the Thebe Foundation was established as an
independent trust in February 2011 to drive Thebe’s corporate social investment strategy. The
Foundation forges partnerships between Thebe, its subsidiaries and economically-marginalised
communities in order to reshape them and ensure a more prosperous and humane future.
Our corporate social investment programmes, which enable us to contribute to socioeconomic
transformation in our communities, focus primarily on education and enterprise and supplier
development.

Leveraging the collective goodwill, development
commitment, business capacity and skills of the Thebe
Group of Companies and its associated partners, we
are able to formulate and carry out transformative and
impactful interventions.

Building communities. Our bottom line.
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Leveraging the collective goodwill, development commitment, business capacity and skills of the
Thebe Group of Companies and its associated partners, we are able to formulate and carry out
transformative and impactful interventions.
True to the African idiom, “No matter how far a stream flows, it never forgets its source”,
Thebe remains focused on its primary reason to exist: TO BUILD COMMUNITIES.

Founded in 1992 as a pioneering black-owned company, Thebe Investment Corporation
(TIC) is one of South Africa’s leading investment companies, managing assets of more than
R6 bn. Established by some of the ANC’s most powerful leaders including Nelson Mandela,
Walter Sisulu, Dr Enos Mabuza and Beyers Naude, the organisation aims to empower
previously disenfranchised indiviuals and communities around South Africa. Thebe is
therefore a unique entrepreneurial company that does not exist only to make a profit, but is
driven by a commitment to serve the broader interests of communities at large.
Our investment portfolio spans tourism, mining resources, infrastructure, renewable energy,
petrochemicals, telecommunications, financial services and healthcare. We actively work to
promote mutually beneficial economic partnerships by investing in or developing businesses
that create value for our stakeholders through the origination, execution, and prudent
management of our investments.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES

Linda Vilakazi

Dr Yvonne Dladla

Chairperson, Thebe Foundation Trust

L

inda Vilakazi is an alumnus of the University of Witwatersrand, and a qualified teacher whose passion and love for
education has remained dominant throughout her work life, long after she left the classroom. She has worked for
the Education Development Trust, the Young Women’s Network, Thebe Investment Corporation, Oliver & Adelaide
Foundation, CSIR, African Leadership Group, City of Johannesburg and Wits School of Education, where she co-founded
the Executive School Leadership Programme which has seen over 820 school principals graduating from the initiative.
Linda has successfully completed several certificate courses including the Human Resource Management Program (Wits
Business School), Finance for Non-financial Managers (Wits Business School), Gender and Development in Southern Africa
(University of Botswana), and The Art of Leadership (Harvard Graduate School of Education, Cambridge, Massachusetts).
Linda is a Visiting Associate at the Wits School of Education; an Aspen Institute Fellow (ALI-South Africa); a UN award
winner (UNIFEM); Thebe Foundation Trustee; Telkom Foundation Trustee and SAIDE Trustee; Johannesburg Rotary Club
member; and holds a National Security accreditation (ensp. South African National Defense Force).

Y

vonne is passionate about enhancing the productivity of people, enterprises and economic sectors and the
empowerment of people. She brings unique set of competences that is an outcome of over twenty years of executive
management and consulting management experience, combined with academic credentials that include a Ph.D
specialising in Organisational Behaviour and Social Policy.
Yvonne pioneered the transformation of South African National Parks between 1994 and 1998 as the Director of Social
Ecology and the Chairperson of the Transformation Task Group. She was appointed the Executive Director of the National
Productivity Institute in 1999 to 2008, with the sole mandate to transform and reposition the organisation. She has worked
for an international development organisation as a Lead Project Manager and as a Management Development Specialist
focusing on leadership and capacity building targeting tertiary education institutions in South Africa.
Yvonne is the owner and managing director of YD Consulting PTY (Ltd). She is a Trustee for Thebe Foundation Trust and a
Board member of the Thebe Tourism Group (former Chair of Human Resources and BEE Committee) and former member of
the Kelly Group Board (member of the Remuneration Committee and Chair of Social and Ethics Committee). She is a former
member of the South African National Human Resources Development Council chaired by the Honourable South African
Deputy, past Chairman of the Fulbright-SA Board and the National Manufacturing Advisory Organisation; as well as the past
Deputy Chairman of the Small Enterprise Development Agency. She has chaired the Human Resource and Remuneration
Committee of the Council of Higher Education and is the former Secretary –General of the Pan-African Productivity
Association; and the former Vice- President of the World Network of Productivity Organisations.
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TRUSTEES

Refiloe Nkadimeng

A

chartered accountant, Refiloe Nkadimeng joined Thebe after holding the position as the Financial Director of Royal
Bafokeng Holdings (RBH).

In her many years of experience, Refiloe has held various positions in Finance from Audit Manager at SizweNtsaluba
to joining RBH in 2007, first as a Group Reporting Manager then General Finance Manager and finally Finance Director.
Responsibilities in these various positions included the full range of financial roles, risk management and corporate
governance.
At Thebe, Refiloe responsibilities include being an Executive Director of Thebe, a leader of the Finance Function across the
Group, Risk Management, aspects of Corporate Governance, and Management of the Thebe Corporate office. Refiloe also
brings to Thebe her extensive knowledge and experience of tax regulation and management.

Vusi Khanyile

H

aving persuaded key individuals that an investment fund should be set up to finance community projects, Vusi helped
to establish Thebe Investment Corporation in 1992. A community activist for most of his adult life, Vusi has
participated in numerous development programmes and community-based organisations.

He has served as a director on a number of listed and unlisted companies and serves on various boards in a non-executive
capacity, such as Shell SA Refinery and Vodacom SA. He is also the Independent Chairman of Santam and Non-executive
Chairman of the JD Group. He holds an Honours degree in Accounting and Finance from the University of Birmingham, a
Fellowship in Development Finance at Princeton University and an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Transkei.
Vusi’s previous appointments include: ANC Head of Finance (1990 to 1992), Chairman of the Educational Development
Trust (since 1989), NECC founding Chairman (1985 to 1989), and Special Assistant to the Vice Chancellor, and later
Deputy Registrar, at the University of Cape Town. Vusi started his career in the finance division at Anglo American and later
ran his own finance company.
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THEBE FOUNDATION TRUST STRATEGY

TFT Strategy Map

Service to Thebecompanies & the community

VISION:
leading transformation catalytic-force for the socio-economic development and empowerment of communities

CUSTOMERS
Thebe Group Profiling

Communicate effectively &
consistently – Impact stories

(branding)

FOCUS AREAS

INTERNAL PROCESSES

Learning & Growth

Deliver the best services
and performance

Improved ED:
• Business Summit for market
access
• Localized EDC for Thebe
companies
• Enhanced Small Business
Enrichment Program (SBEP)
with UJ

Enhanced service delivery based
on unique/localized needs

B.Educ: Improve operational
knowledge on Literacy &
Numeracy program (LitNum)

TE: Dr Mabuza Scholarship:
• Expanded program
• Support black students

Organizational sustainability:
• TFT Investment
• Thebe eco-family

Thought leadership:
• Nation building
• Social/business dialogue
• Corporate activism

Pilot Tests:
• Thebe Foundation Integrated
Community Development
model (TF-ICDM)
• Rural Devlpt./Agric

• Crosscutting themes:
• Gender, active citizenry,
social compact,

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Establish a strong
Resource foundation

Increased funding from
Thebe Eco-family

Increased Thebe-brand
awareness

Strong resource management:
systems, policies & procedures

MISSION:
we implement and support sustainable programmes that are community-focused, empowering
and geared towards nation-building in nature
Building communities. Our bottom line.
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CHAPTER ONE: BASIC EDUCATION
BASIC EDUCATION-Literacy and Numeracy Programme
Introduction
Generally, it is said that the biggest challenges facing education in
South Africa are children leaving school without the ability to read,
write and do arithmetic. South African teachers do not have the basic
pedagogic and content knowledge competencies required to impart
the skills needed by our learners.
The Thebe Foundation education programme targets areas that are
not geographically common or well known to many. We also deal
with the hard issues at the heart of foundational education and
potentially high in impact.

Thebe’s Language and Numeracy Programme supports a total of 17, 054 learners,
16 schools and 294 teachers in the Nkangala (Siyabuswa) and Gert Sibande Districts
(Secunda). It comprises both a language and literacy campaign, as well as a numeracy
initiative from Foundation Phase (Grades 0 to 3) to Intermediate Phase (Grades 4 to
7). This approach ensures that a continuum of support is offered to both learners and
teachers alike throughout the primary school years.
The Literacy Project, undertaken in partnership with READ Educational Trust,
focuses on curriculum coverage, learner progression, teacher progression and
resource supply. The project aims to produce motivated learners who can read
with meaning, ensure the successful implementation of the curriculum by teachers
through effective reading and writing methodologies, and produce literacy
champions such as heads of departments or principals who are able to support
literacy implementation in their phases or schools.

AT A GLANCE…

THEBE RESPONSE

2017

2018

2019

16

16

16

Number of learners

12, 547

7, 765

17, 054

Number of teachers

232

188

216

R4, 110, 376,00

R5, 111, 589

R4, 716, 614.88

2

2

2

Number of schools

Amount spent
Number of districts in
Mpumalanga

The Numeracy Project is funded by the Thebe Foundation in partnership with
Shell. Maths Centre is the preferred service provider who has carried out this
initiative since 2013. The initiative aims to improve maths teachers’ conceptual
knowledge and learning ability of the curriculum, improve teaching methodologies,
increase parental involvement and encourage learner progression, ownership and
accountability.
Supporting schools forms the Thebe Foundation’s bottom line, and we believe that
this can be achieved through quality education and support interventions. Our focus
lies specifically with improving teachers in the reading, writing and mathematical
spheres, as this forms the basis of all educational outcomes.
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School librarian volunteer
Sibhekaphi Sibanda - READ Educational Trust trainer

LITERACY
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Lolo Madiketka - Grade R teacher at Shapheve Primary School
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SUPPORTED SCHOOLS

LITERACY PROJECT
Thebe’s Literacy Project aims to improve subject curriculum, content knowledge, curriculum management and learner
performance. Positive changes in the classroom environment are also encouraged, such as the creation of reading corners to
promote basic literacy, vocabulary development and competency in language learning.

District

Circuit

Schools

Gert Sibande

Secunda

Mbalenhle Primary
Zamokuhle Primary
Buyani Primary

It initially focused on a Foundation Phase intervention, with emphasis placed on the development of teachers’ classroom
practice, followed by more focused training on methodologies of reading and writing.

Shapheve Primary

In 2017 there was an urgent need to add Grade R to the mainstream Foundation Phase. As a result, training and classroom
support was given to Grade R teachers and HODs on reading and writing methodologies, as well as curriculum knowledge,
classroom management, planning and assessment.

Allan Makhunga Primary

For the first time, in 2018 the programme was expanded to include Grades 4 to 7 - the Intermediate Phase. Focus was on
methodology, content and planning, and HOD training and support.

Lifalethu Primary

Osizweni Primary

Maphala-Gulube Primary
Tholukwazi Primary
Nkangala

Ramokgeletsane Primary

Siyabuswa

Phakgamang Primary
Velangezwi Primary (MultiGrade)
Sibonelo Primary
Sithabile Primary
Makopanong Primary
Thulasizwe Primary

SUMMARY OF CURRENT SCHOOL NUMBERS
Classes

The Thebe Foundation
education programme
targets geographical areas
that are not common to
many. We also deal with the
hard issues at the heart of
foundational education and
potentially high in impact.

Area

Learners

Total
Total
Total
Grade Foundation Intermediate
R
Phase
Phase

Total
Classes

Total
Grade R

Total
Total
Total
Foundation Intermediate
Learners
Phase
Phase

Gert
Sibande

31

128

140

299

1, 052

5, 599

6, 855

13, 506

Nkangala

16

50

40

106

346

1, 484

1, 718

3, 548

Total

47

178

180

405

1, 398

7, 083

8, 573

17, 054

Lehlohonolo Chabedi - CEO, Thebe Foundation

Reading corner
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LITERACY FOCUS AREAS

Curriculum Knowledge: Educator
workshops are held to create awareness
and provide classroom support on CAPS- in
Language methodologies, language skills and
integration of resources with the curriculum and
the effective use thereof

Content Knowledge: Cluster
training, school- based workshops and
demonstrations are held to have well
informed and confident teachers who can
deliver the content that is required by CAPS
and different strategies and methodologies
to use in delivering content

Teaching Methodology: Teachers
are assisted in developing mechanisms
on how to transfer content knowledge in
a classroom environment. This is done
through block training, teacher workshops
and integrating fourth industrial revolution
activities with games.

Planning and Assessment: Supporting
educators in planning and assessment as required
by the curriculum. Supporting them on what
to assess and planning using the assessment
analysis - through training workshops, coaching
and mentoring. Educators are also trained on
tracking progression each term

Classroom Management: Through
classroom- based support and school- based
workshops, educators are supported in creating
an environment which is conducive to learning
– print rich environment, the use of classroom
libraries and disciplined learners who can selfregulate. Educators are also supported on time
management so that learners can spend time
on task.

Parental Involvement: Educational
workshops are offered to parents in order to
involve them in their children’s educational
journey. This is achieved through our “Parent
Count” campaigns, where mathematical
concepts are developed with gamification
awareness.

HOD Development: Workshops
around curriculum knowledge, teaching
methodologies, monitoring and evaluation
tools, and online resource searching skills
are carried out with HODs to enable them to
support their teachers effectively.

Management Support: Training workshops,
each term, are held with HODs on skills to
support curriculum delivery by educators in their
phases, and other “soft skills” to help them
manage their phases. On- site support visit of
the HODs to monitor the implementation of such
skills.
Feedback sessions are held with principals and
the District to ensure that the project delivers on
the District outcomes and reporting on progress
and impact by the project

Advocacy Campaigns: Supporting schools
to celebrate different language campaigns like
the library week, International Read Aloud day,
Spelling Bee and READATHON. Other literacy
competition like the Word warrior competition
where learners can win a prize for their school
and themselves.

Learner Progression: This is measured through learner performance in baseline and follow-up evaluation on
different language skills. This is also done through learner observation, demonstration lessons or co-teaching
during classroom support visits. Monitoring the increased use of classroom libraries to improve comprehension,
reading fluency and reading across the curriculum.

Building communities. Our bottom line.
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CURRENT NUMBER OF TEACHERS
Teachers
Grade R

Area

Improved Learner Performance

Teachers
Foundation Phase

Teachers
Intermediate
Phase

TOTAL Teachers

Gert Sibande

27

114

60

201

Nkangala

16

47

30

93

Total

43

161

90

294

PROGRAMME SUCCESSES
While a number of challenges remain, Thebe’s Literacy Project can report on a
number of successes.

Improved Content Knowledge
Focused training sessions, coaching and support in the classroom have resulted
in marked content knowledge improvement. This was noticeable through
observing the term and weekly planning that took place, teachers demonstrating
a clearer understanding of policy documents, the usage and execution of
planning methodologies by teachers and an improved knowledge of phonics.

The project has been very helpful, especially with the
resources that I have received. They have enhanced
the teaching and learning, and learners are enjoying every
lesson, especially using concrete objects in the classroom.
The workshops that we have attended as teachers are
very effective because they guide us as teachers, give us
strategies to teach the topics and content that we are given,
and in turn help learners to grasp concepts more easily.
Learners have performed better with writing tasks and
have obtained higher marks. We have been given all the
resources we need to assist learners and this has helped
overall learner performance. I am so happy with the help
that I have received.”
- Teacher feedback, Literacy and Numeracy Programme
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As the quality of teaching improves, so has the learner performance. In 2017 for example, the average for Foundation Phase
learners testing in the Proficient sector (those who are coping effectively in the year of teaching and are expected to progress
well) was 46%, showing an overall improvement of 28%. Similarly, the Grade R group that was tested improved from a
baseline average of 65% to 90% at yearend, indicating that the group in large attained the necessary skills to cope with
formal schooling.

Positive change in the
classroom environment
In general, classrooms have
moved from being dull and
unorganised to neat and clean,
thereby improving the learning
environment and classroom
discipline. In a number of Grade R
classes for example, teachers are
collecting and making their own
resources for use in the classroom
instead of waiting on schools to
buy resources.

Shell is a major
sponsor of the
Literacy and
Numeracy
programme,
without whose
continued
contributions,
assistance and
support this
initiative would
not be possible.

The Thebe Literacy Project is funded by Thebe Foundation,
in partnership with READ Educational Trust (READ).
READ is a nonprofit, public benefit organisation that
works to achieve the following objectives:
•

The provision of programmes addressing needs in
education provision, learning, teaching, training,
curriculum support, governance and whole school
development,

•

The training of persons employed to provide
education services in the national, provincial and
local spheres of government,

•

The provision of equipment and educational
materials for public schools and educational
institutions

•

The development and distribution of any reading
material, reading aids, visual material, visual aids,
training materials and technology for educational
purposes

The Thebe Foundation has partnered with READ to
achieve its primary objective of improving the teaching
methods of teachers through training and coaching.
Getting people to change their behaviour is a challenge
and requires input and co-operation from everyone
involved in the educational process.
This involves the buy-in of all the stakeholders
involved in Thebe’s educational projects, such as
district officials, school management teams, the heads of
departments, teachers, learners, parents, the chiefs of the
villages, project managers,
trainers and the numerous corporate donors who support
education in South Africa.
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AVERAGE PERFORMANCE PER DISTRICT: GRADE R LEARNERS
Before

After

District-wide approach roll-out
HODs from both project and non-project schools have attended
training in both districts. The HODs received coaching skills to
support teachers for maximum performance, as well as training on
how to induct new teachers in their schools, resulting in the design
of their own induction policies for their schools. Now that the
principals have seen the impact of the training on their HODs, they
have requested that all school senior management teams (SMT)
are included in the programme.
Language implementation
Teachers are now using different methodologies to accelerate
independent reading and have levelled learners according to their
reading ability. This has resulted in an improved level of language
implementation.
Success snapshots

100%
72%
50%

28%

- 2018 Report

24%

0%
Secunda Gr R

Siyabuswa Gr R

Grade R learners from the Secunda District improved by 44% since the beginning of the year, indicating that almost all the
learners have achieved levels of school readiness to cope with the demands of formal education. Grade R learners from the
Siyabuswa District improved by 43% since the baseline testing indicating that most of the learners are ready to cope with the
demands of Grade One.
* Thebe Project Report May 2019

“An overall average improvement of 24% was noted in the Grade 2
performance. Very promising results were achieved by schools at
the end of the year.” - 2017 Report

“There has been excellent improvement from baseline.
Grade R learners from the Secunda District improved
by 44% since the beginning of the year indicating that
almost all the learners have achieved levels of school
readiness to cope with the demands of formal education.
Grade R learners from the Siyabuswa District
improved by 43% since the baseline testing, indicating
that most of the learners are ready to cope with the
demands of Grade One.”

67%

AVERAGE SCORES PER DISTRICT
100%
80%
52%

60%
41%

32%

40%
20%

21%

21%

17%
11%

9%

0%
Secunda Gr 4

Siyabuswa Gr 4

Secunda Gr 6

Siyabuswa Gr 6

The industry average project improvement equals between 6% – 8%. The Secunda Grade 4 learners improved by 24%, and
the Siyabuswa Grade 4 learners improved by 10%. The Secunda Grade 6 learners improved by 20% and Siyabuswa Grade
6 learners improved by 12%.
* Thebe Project Report May 2019
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PROGRAMME CHALLENGES
Some of the ongoing challenges being experienced are out
of the programme’s reach. These include service delivery
protests, union action affecting teacher attendance and
regular water shortages. In terms of the project, the primary
challenges remain the following:

Gr R learning through play

Lack of training for subject advisors
In both districts, subject advisors are attending
limited training due to time constraints.

The challenge at some schools is to
convince principals and HODS to allow
Grade R to learn through play. Going
forward, training and workshops will
help to make them understand how
Grade R learners learn.

Language policy in some schools

Lack of routines

Eight schools in Gert Sibande are doing English
as a home language or have taken English as a
Language of Learning and Teaching (LOLT). This
poses a massive challenge for Grade R learners,
as they must learn in a language that they do
not use at home. As a result, the language and
literacy project has focused on the acquisition
of phonic sounds, which are key to learning and
reading. All teachers are required to have words
walls in class and to teach sounds phonemically.
Fantasy corners in each classroom have also been
established, giving learners more opportunity to
speak and listen in English than they did before.

Teachers often find it difficult to implement
Grade-specific policies as they lack established
routines.
One-dimensional learning
Rote learning and passive learners in the
classroom results in limited language
development taking place. In the younger
grades, theme tables are helping to put the
teaching of language skills in context and
assisting learners to remember content.
Classrooms are now lively, and stimulate the
use of language as learners have concrete
objects on the theme tables to assist them.

Lack of collaboration
Limited vocabulary

Outdoor play: Children in Grade 1 learn through play. This is
essential to develop their gross motor skills, which in turn prepares
them for formal learning.

Learners’ writing is often mundane and
repetitive, due to limited vocabulary and English
language ability. In response, teachers have
gone out of their way to develop reading corners,
and all classrooms have carpets. Using a
differentiated approach has improved the way
teachers attend to learners with unique needs.

Phases and Grade teachers were not working
together in terms of planning and sharing
best practice. They also lacked support from
the HODs to guide them where needed.
This is being addressed by the setting up of
meetings by HODs, where the focus is on
identifying challenges in the classroom and
aligning these with the support they receive
from Thebe and READ.
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Maths corner: Learners need to use concrete material
to develop their critical thinking, creativity and problem
solving skills.

NUMERACY

Nomsa Masiteng, Grade 1 teacher at Shapheve Primary
School, takes pride in her print riched classroom
environment and using a number of teaching aids to assist
her learners.
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Demonstrating the many resources that this
maths teacher needs to carry to different
classes to enhance the maths experience for
learners. His wish is to have a fixed math class
where learners can go in and out with resources
permanently laid out for enhanced teaching.

NUMERACY PROJECT

Since 2013, the Thebe Foundation Numeracy Project has funded 16 primary schools in the Gert Sibande and Nkangala
districts of Mpumalanga. While the initial focus was on Grades 1 to 3, in 2017 the project scope was increased to Grade R
and Grades 4 to 7. The project aims to enhance the performance of learners in mathematics by minimising learning gaps,
simplify teaching and learning for maximum impact, and enable teachers to achieve curriculum outcomes through improved
content knowledge and methodology, better classroom practice and management, enhanced pedagogy, language support

Math’s Centre is a non-profit organisation
specialising in mathematics, science,
technology and entrepreneurship education.
Spread throughout South Africa, the
organisation’s primary objective is to equip
teachers, learners and parents with learning
materials and programmes to further
develop their competency and performance
in these curriculums for Grades R to 12.

and increased language proficiency.

Maths Hubs

Project Interventions

Maths hub: To improve both learner performance in the
classroom and community involvement.

An integral component of the Numeracy Programme is the establishment and/or refurbishment of Maths Hubs at all of the
schools where the Thebe Foundation operates. These involve permanent structures containing manipulatives, games, lego
and concrete objectives where learners and members of the community can interact with practical mathematical resources
first hand. It is a proven fact that this approach enhances teaching, develops critical thinking, and improves creativity and
problem solving skills. It also alleviates the impracticality of teachers having to carry bulky equipment from classroom to
classroom, and has therefore been identified as a critical need by the Foundation.
We are in the process of building these Hubs at schools where none exist, as well as refurbishing the ones that do exist,
but are very rundown. We appeal to our community of clients, partners and sponsors to assist us in this very worthwhile and
much needed initiative.
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The objectives of the Numeracy Project are carried
out by utilising a number of interactive and innovative
interventions based on the Cumulative GAPS Correction
Model. International studies like PIRLS (language/literacy)
and TIMMS (Mathematics and Science) have shown that
South African learners are not performing to expected
standards at both their grade and age levels. It is therefore
imperative that problems are dealt with early on, otherwise
these challenges will persist throughout the later years of
schooling. Learning is a cumulative process, and education
initiatives need to be designed to provide the foundation
knowledge to help young learners progress to more
complicated concepts and tasks as they move through
the educational system. Support initiatives are therefore
intended to prevent gap accumulation, assist learners to
catch up and ensure that they can understand and master
the current grade that they are in, and strengthen the
mathematical baseline for learners when progressing to
each new grade. At the same time, the model also assists
teachers to be empowered to fully understand and deliver
the entire curriculum in the grade that they teach.

Maths Centre provides high impact support to
the South African education system using proven
methods and resources to develop effective teachers
and promote measurable improvement of learner
performance in maths, science and technology. It
aims to:
•

Enhance teacher qualifications, competencies
and professionalism in mathematics, science,
technology and entrepreneurship subjects
within a whole school context through
intensive classroom and workshop based and
needs-based programmes.

•

Demonstrably enhance learner performance,
through a systematic monitoring of learner
progression.

•

Provide skills development programmes
for in-school and out-of-school youth and
informal businesses within the domain
of maths, science, technology and
entrepreneurship education.

•

To produce high quality, effective and efficient
teaching and learning materials for Grades R
to 12.

•

To enable world-class performance of both
teachers and learners in maths, science and
technology education in South Africa.
Impact Report 2019
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NUMERACY PROJECT FOCUS AREAS

Curriculum Knowledge: Educator
workshops are held to create awareness and
provide support to teachers of the CAPS
programme and materials.

Content Knowledge: Block training
sessions and educator workshops are
regularly held to assist teachers with
improved content knowledge. Teachers
are required to have a thorough body of
knowledge and information that they are
expected to teach - and likewise, students
expected to learn - in each subject.

Teaching Methodology: Teachers
are assisted in developing mechanisms
on how to transfer content knowledge in
a classroom environment. This is done
through block training, teacher workshops
and integrating fourth industrial revolution
activities with games.

Planning and Assessment: This focuses
on curriculum content delivery and the ability to
measure the extent of learner understanding. This
is executed through classroom support visits.

Classroom Management: Teachers are
supported in creating a conducive environment
for teaching and learning. This is done through
regular classroom support visits.

Parental Involvement: Educational
workshops are offered to parents in order to
involve them in their children’s educational
journey. This is achieved through our “Parent
Count” campaigns, where mathematical
concepts are developed with gamification
awareness.

HOD Development: Workshops
around curriculum knowledge, teaching
methodologies, monitoring and evaluation
tools, and online resource searching skills
are carried out with HODs to enable them to
support their teachers effectively.

The establishment of Maths Learning
Hubs: Classroom learning hubs allow for
learners to be divided into smaller groups to
focus on specific mathematical concepts/tasks.

Management Support: Steering committees
and feedback sessions with principals ensure
that all stakeholders are included in the aims,
progress and impact of each intervention. This
includes regular meetings with Department
of Education mathematics curriculum
implementers.

Advocacy Campaigns: The development of
advocacy campaigns such as “Parents Count”,
Maps and Mirrors, Share and Shine, coding
workshops and Lego are critical to mobilising
learner, parent and teacher support of the
programme.

Learner Progression: Learner progression, engagement and participation is encouraged through the use
of different skills such as problem solving and creative and critical thinking. Lesson demonstrations, lesson
observations and co-teaching are conducted during classroom support visits, to ensure that learners understand
concepts through the playing of mathematical-focused games such as Chess and Snakes and Ladders.
Learning through games enhances mathematical concepts in groups, individuals and whole class activities.
Concrete objects and videos are also used to improve understanding of core mathematical concepts.
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1. LEARNER PROGRESSION
The marks in the graphs that follow are based on the pre-test and post-tests that were developed by Maths Centre and were
conducted at the beginning and end of 2018 respectively. The assessment of grade R learners was done through use of
informal continuous assessment tasks according to the requirements of the CAPS. This was done through observations and
a check list used by Trainers to record some skills among learners in the 5 content areas to get a more reliable impression of
the learner’s achievement in each content area.

PROGRAMME SUCCESSES
The Numeracy initiative continues to positively impact both teachers and learners alike, as well as encourage parents to be
more hands-on and involved in their children’s educational journey. Through our interactions with teachers and students,
onsite visits and baseline testing, we are proud to report on the following successes:

•

 eacher lesson plans have improved, most
T
significantly with regards to catering for
differentiated support needs and inclusive learning.

•

 eachers are enabling learner-centred learning by
T
making students lead discussions, work in groups
and peer teaching.

•

 emonstration lessons were held to educate
D
teachers on materials usage in their lessons. This
has assisted teachers to move away from chalk
and talk and engage learners using manipulatives.

•

 arental involvement has improved as parents
P
are requesting feedback on the progress of their
children as well as attending our “Parents Count”
initiatives.

•

 o-teaching has benefited both teachers and
C
learners alike, especially with regards to problem
solving. Teachers have adopted strategies such as
teaching learners how to identify the key words in
a given statement, in order to understand what is
being asked of them.

•

 uarterly steering committee meetings organised
Q
by Thebe have been extremely valuable and
helpful as a way to give feedback and get input
from stakeholders on how to improve project
implementation.

•

 chool-based workshops have helped to reduce
S
teacher absenteeism in classrooms, thereby
ensuring that curriculum coverage is not affected
by training workshops. Teachers in the same
school are also able to share their best practices to
improve teaching and learning going forward.

•

 earners have improved in mathematical reading
L
skills as well as comprehension.

•

 eachers have improved content knowledge
T
delivery.

•

 eachers have improved their confidence in
T
teaching topics they previously struggled with.

•

 raining workshops have exposed teachers to a
T
variety of teaching styles and methods.

•

 earners have demonstrated an improved overall
L
positive attitude towards mathematics.

•

 here has been an increase in teachers improving
T
their qualifications and professional levels.

1.1 Grade R – Gert Sibande and Nkangala Districts

The intervention supported grade R teachers and learners with teacher-guided numeracy learning opportunities to promote
the acquisition of emergent numeracy in a fun and spontaneous context. Games, routine and free play were used to enhance
the learning and acquirement of key mathematical vocabulary and understanding of concepts in the 5 content areas. These
strategies contributed to the improvement in problem-solving, logical thinking and reasoning among learners leading to a
positive shift in the post-test average performance of learners.
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1.2 Grade 4 to 7 – Gert Sibande and Nkangala Districts

2. TEACHER PROGRESSION
The workshops and classroom support visits were conducted to address both content and methodology and aimed at
improving teachers’ classroom practices and strategies. This helped the teachers to support and guide the learners more
effectively. Teachers were supported with ample opportunities and resources to enhance and refresh their pedagogical
skills in classroom management, lesson planning, learner engagement resource usage, content knowledge and curriculum
coverage.
The following graphs details the average percentage of project teachers who progressed each term with respect to the areas
that were observed during classroom support visits against some standards. Data was captured through some data collection
and monitoring tools that were designed by Maths Centre.

2.1 Grade R – Gert Sibande and Nkangala Districts

Progression is evident in all content areas in Gert Sibande district, Grade 4-7. The increased use of: resources for teaching
and learning; different techniques and methodologies like gamification, videos and participative learning used during
intervention workshops and classroom support visits contributed to the improved performance of learners across all the
content areas.

The intervention focused on support learners with repetition of work done by teachers assisting learners to understand
Maths concepts on the gaps that were identified. Use of different types of assessment methods during intervention sessions
provided the learners an opportunity to identify areas of understanding and misunderstanding and then aimed to transform
the misunderstandings into significant learning. Another contributing factor to the increase in performance of the learners
was project teachers’ dedication in assisting learners to monitor their own learning by working in groups/peers, involve them
in practical activities to solve problems, think critically and to be creative.
Improved conceptual knowledge in the application of different techniques to represent different transformation forms showed
improvement with the Grade R teachers in both districts. Setting of lesson objective to accomplish curriculum by the teachers
improve learner performance. Teachers growth on curriculum knowledge increased and were willing to change. School based
demonstration on program was demonstrated which led to classroom better organized and daily routine followed on different
developed areas, to address learner’s differentiation need. Lesson objectives and addressing learners identified gaps also
improved and continuously improved learner teacher performance.
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2.1 Grade 4 to 7 – Gert Sibande and Nkangala Districts

The number of Intermediate phase teachers who implemented the different teaching strategies that were discussed during
intervention workshops and classroom support visits increased from term to term in the two Districts. The contributing factors
to this increase include; the use of online resources that the teachers were exposed to and trained on how to use; lesson
plans that were developed by the trainers and shared with teachers; training on the use of effective use grade pacesetters
and topic sequencing; strategies that promotes participative learning among learners.

Maths Hubs
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PROJECT CHALLENGES
In 2019 and beyond we will focus on some of the following
key challenges:

Maths Hubs

Poor quality of CAPS mathematics
implementation: Teaching of the
curriculum is still very much educatorcentred and reverting to rote learning.
Teachers continue to show a poor
conceptual understanding of the curriculum,
and are hesitant to do more than what is
required by the curriculum policy document.

Lack of adaptive reasoning of the
curriculum: Learners are unable to reason
what they have been taught, and are unable
to recognise they need to engage with a
problem in order to solve it.

Teachers, limited understanding of
teaching mathematical concepts
and utilising resources effectively:
Teachers tend to ignore play-based learning
of mathematical concepts for the younger
grades, and emphasis is instead largely
placed on the completion of worksheets.

Lack of learner engagement in the
mathematics lesson: Teachers do not
engage with learners in lessons by asking
open-ended questions, and there remains
limited stimulation of learners’ potential to
be creative, to think critically or to reason
and attempt to solve problems.

Limited mathematical teaching
support by the districts: The 1-2 hour
workshops offered by local municipalities
are not developmental and lack strategic
competence for teachers to practically apply in
the classroom.

Clarity on what is to be managed
and monitored: Assist HODs on pacing,
sequencing and curriculum coverage so
that management and monitoring of what is
happening in the classroom can be planned
and effective.

Assessing learners: Teachers need to
better understand assessment policies and
how to assess learners and improve learner
performance.
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BASIC EDUCATION DRIVE
At Thebe, we believe that our employees underpin the growth and ultimate success of our organisation. For this reason, we
operate a Basic Education drive where financial support is approved and disbursed accordingly for the children of our staff
members, especially those in the lowest salary brackets. We are committed to ensuring access to quality education for the
children of our employees, as well as contributing to the BBBEE SED spend.
We assist with school fees, stationery, uniforms and any other associated educational costs. In this way, we are proud to say
that the children of our employees at all levels receive equal opportunities when it comes to the right of education.
See table below for employee funding spend:

# of Children
Amount Spent

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total

11

4

5

4

24

R114 000

R76 172

R123 909

R103 115

R417 196

From 2016 to 2017, the number of beneficiaries were affected due to the restructuring process that took place within the
company. In 2018, one child started school in Grade R, while another in 2019 moved to tertiary education, resulting in both
learners being moved out of the programme.

CHAPTER TWO:
TERTIARY EDUCATION
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Dr EJ Mabuza

Dr EJ Mabuza

Scholarship Fund Programme
OVERVIEW

The Dr EJ Mabuza Scholarship Fund was established in 2016 in honour of
Dr Enos Mabuza, and the critical role he played in the inception of the Founders
Legacy Programme together with Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu and Beyers Naude.

The initiative aims to support financially needy students
at universities, thereby contributing to the development of
higher education graduates who are confident and proud of
their African identity and heritage, academically and socially
adept, and equipped with the skills and competencies
enabling them to become professionals in their fields. The
bursaries cover the expenses of tuition fees, textbooks,
residence or accredited accommodation costs, meals and a
transport allowance for those students living at home. The
Thebe Foundation provides support services at all stages of
this programme, to ensure that all recipients are supported
in their academic efforts and successfully graduate at the
end of their studies.
The ultimate objective of the scholarship is to ensure that
the beneficiaries become ambassadors of the programme,
remain solidly connected to their communities and contribute
to the further advancement of wider society.
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Since inception, the Thebe Foundation Trust has invested
R 10.8 million bursaries for deserving students from poor
families. A total of 34 bursaries have been awarded to
students at the University of Mpumalanga, Sol Plaatje
University in the Northern Cape, UCT and Wits, in areas
as diverse as quantity surveying, education, the sciences,
agriculture, conservation and IT.

The scholarship programme is funded through the annual
BBBEE Skills Development budget of the Thebe Investment
Corporation. This is a commitment that is reviewed annually,
based on performance and availability of resources. The
Thebe Foundation administers the scholarship fund under
the guidance of a scholarship committee which reports to
the trustees.
The programme’s scholarship committee is made up
of Mokgethi Tshabalala (Chairman and GM of Agroprocessing), Hlobisile Mtshali (Senior Group Accountant),
Neliswa Booi (Executive Manager: People & Transformation
and GM: Technology, Media & Telecommunications),
Lehlohonolo Chabeli (CEO Thebe Foundation Trust),
Sizwe Mncwango (CEO Thebe Investment Corporation),
Busi Mabuza (daughter of E.J Mabuza) and Joel Dikgole
(consultant of Thebe Foundation Trust). The committee
meets quarterly, a week before the Thebe Foundation
Trust board meeting, and is mandated to oversee the
management of the Scholarship fund, and develop and
review all policies regarding its administration and awarding
of bursaries and scholarships.
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Skills Development

DR EJ MABUZA PROGRAMME
AT A GLANCE…
•

•

•

•

 total of 34 bursaries have been awarded to
A
students at the University of Mpumalanga (17), Sol
Plaatje University (15), UCT (1) and Wits (1).
In 2018, 29 of the 34 bursaryholders performed
well and passed all registered modules or courses.
15 bursary holders have completed their courses
and are the first graduates of the Dr EJ Mabuza
Scholarship.
 our bursary holders have already graduated, and
F
attended the graduation ceremony held at Sol
Plaatje University on the December 15 2018.

•

Eighteen bursaryholders have achieved a
total of 46 distinctions in their respective
modules or courses.

•

All the bursaryholders, except five, have
been consistent in their performance during
2018.

•

The average pass rate for the year
was 62%.

•

Seventeen bursary holders were
promoted, and proceeded with
their studies in 2019.

•

Only five students failed to
meet the minimum requirements
for promotion. Scholarships
of three of the five students
were withdrawn in 2019, and
they will only be eligible for
re-application in 2020. The
Thebe Foundation Trust
agreed to partly fund and
continue the support of two
of the five students, on
condition that all modules
were passed in the first
semester of 2019.

Kimberley
14 January 2019
To the Thebe Foundation

DR EJ MABUZA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

My name is Boipelo Tonyane, and I am one of the former students
from the Sol Plaatje University that was awarded funding to
further my studies.

Skills support since Inception (5 years)

Thank-you for offering me funding when I needed it the most
and was about to give up hope, and for choosing me as a recipient
amongst the many deserving students at the University. I will
always be grateful to the Foundation for trusting me with its
money, as well as the emotional support that the programme
offered me through Ntate Joel Dikgole. Ntate
Dikgole was very encouraging and motivating, and
held very high standards for each and every student
participating in the Dr. EJ Mabuza Scholarship
Programme.
No words can express how thankful and grateful
I am to the Foundation for all that it has
done for me. I graduated with a degree in
Education, and applied for jobs at schools all
over Kimberley as well as the Department
of Education, while I was still writing my
final examinations. I am happy to inform
you that I will be starting my first job at
Tshwarelela Primary School in January,
as soon as the schools open! This was
all made possible by the funding that I
received from the Thebe Foundation.
I hope that the programme will reach
all university institutions and the many
deserving and needy students around the
country. May you grow in every possible
way, and touch the hearts and minds of the
youth of South Africa just as you did with me.
God bless.

Boipelo Tonyane

Yours sincerely,
Boipelo Tonyane

No. of Students

Total Amount

Commencement

Sol Plaatjie

21

R3 505 609,95

since 2016

University of Mpumalanga

21

R2 519 813,95

since 2017

University of Cape Town

4

R852 903,40

since 2018

University of the Witwatersrand

5

R722 747,00

since 2017

University of Johannesburg

11

R613 417,00

2019

UJ Mpumalanga

97

R499 000,00

2016

University of Pretoria

5

R384 389,00

2019

Stellenbosch

1

R351 129,68

2015

University of KZN

3

R160 805,20

2019

37

R138 000,00

2017

Rhodes University

1

R75 751,00

2019

Richfield Graduate School of Business

1

R58 800,00

2019

Central Johannesburg TVET College

1

R45 000,00

2019

Impact Emergency

1

R40 000,00

2015

R845 426,81

since 2017

Action school for the blind

Thebe Foundation
209

R10 812 792,99
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UNIVERSITY OF MPUMALANGA
•

Seventeen students were funded at the University of Mpumalanga

•

Ten bursary holders completed their diploma programmes and graduated in 2018

•

The average pass rate was 58%

•

Only four students failed to meet the minimum requirements for promotion, and will have to repeat the modules they
have failed

•

Eight bursary holders achieved 15 distinctions - an average of one distinction per student

•

Of the 10 bursary holders who have graduated at the University of Mpumalanga, five have been enrolled for
Advanced Diplomas in Agriculture

•

Five graduates are still desperately searching for employment opportunities or graduate internships.

SOL PLAATJE UNIVERSITY
•

Seventeen students were funded at Sol Plaatje
University

•

Three bursary holders graduated in Bachelor of
Education degrees, and one in Diploma in Retail

•

The average pass rate was 67%

•

Eight students achieved a total of 28 distinctions in
several modules

•

Thirteen students were promoted to the next level and
have continued with their studies in 2019

•

Three of the Four Thebe Foundation bursary holders
who graduated from the Sol Plaatje University have
all been employed by the Northern Cape Education
Department, and started teaching in their respective
schools in the Northern Cape in January 2019

•

One bursary holder who graduated with a Diploma in
Retail has decided to continue with his studies, and has
enrolled for a BCom degree at the same university

61%

UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND
One bursary holder has graduated with a BSC Honours degree
in Quantity Surveying with an average pass rate of 61%, and
is currently searching for employment or a graduate internship
opportunity

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
One student was funded at the University of Cape Town,
and obtained three distinctions out of five courses, with an
average pass rate of 79%

79%
67%
SUPPORT PROGRAMME
An essential component, critical to the overall success of the Scholarship Programme, is the everyday support,
encouragement and assistance that all bursary holders receive throughout their studies. This is spearheaded by Thebe
Foundation Trust, and led by Mr Joel Dikgole, who singlehandedly has been instrumental in supporting and mentoring all of
our bursary students – even those who have graduated.
In 2018, our bursary holders received the following support interventions:
•

Regular contact and communication throughout the year in the form of phone calls, e-mails and WhatsApp messages,
in order to track student performance, offer support to students experiencing challenges with their studies, resolve
any bursary-related issues, check on the students’ wellbeing, emotional and health issues, motivate the students to
keep focused in their studies, communicate announcements, provide feedback and continue to inspire the students to
rise up to the occasion.

•

Extended university visits to meet with all the bursary holders and other key stakeholders in order to interact with the
bursary holders on an individual and group basis, induct the new bursary holders on the Foundation’s expectations
with regard to academic performance, community involvement and conditions of the bursary, and to followup with
continuing bursary holders to establish any further support services they might need.
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Joel Dikgole: father, mentor, friend
With experience in the NGO, education, training and skills
development sectors, Joel Dikgole was the ideal person to haul
out of official retirement and bring onboard the scholarship
programme. Approached by the Thebe Foundation in 2017 to help
with the set-up of the initiative, Joel has become the sole driving
force behind the support and mentorship aspect of the
programme.
With children of his own, Joel has the experience
and practical knowledge of how to get the best out of
his students. He interacts directly with all of the bursary
holders, both in groups and individually, and is available
24/7 to assist them with any problems that might arise.
This might be academically related or psychosocial, as
many of the learners come from very poor families, and
making the jump into a tertiary environment brings
with it a number of challenges. Joel also meets with
the applicable heads of faculties on a regular basis,
and in this way can manage any learnership issues
and ensure that the universities are providing
their own academic and other support to the
students.
“My goal is to develop responsible young
adults who take the initiative, are selfmotivating and grab the opportunities that
come their way,” he says. “I always tell
them that I am not there to babysit them,
but I am available at any time of the day
or night to simply listen, make practical
suggestions if needed and remind them
that they are not alone. These kids are truly
amazing – they know how lucky they are to
have received funding for their studies, and
over the years have proven themselves to be
committed and hardworking.”
As a father figure to the students, Joel
provides a listening ear and shoulder of
support. “My students can discuss anything
with me – often subjects that they can’t
talk about with their families. We always
maintain an open and direct line of
communication. I am also still in regular
contact with the students who graduated last
year, and love to check-in on them to see
how the working world is treating them.”
He adds: “I am passionate about what I do,
and it is incredibly rewarding to be directly
contributing to society in this way. I always tell
my students that if I had received similar support
I would have been an A-grade student myself !”
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The enthusiastic students who took part in the
two-day study tour to the Johannesburg
Fresh Produce Market

GROWING THE SEEDS OF SUCCESS
Diploma in Nature Conservation student, Florence Sambo,
had never left the province of Mpumalanga before. Yet in
December 2018, she was part of a two-day study tour to
the Johannesburg Fresh Produce Market, an eye-opening
experience that exposed her and nine other students to a
thriving urban environment, and practical experience in the
world of business.
“We left the University of Mpumalanga on December 4
in the afternoon, not knowing what to expect. I was filled
with curiosity as I had never even left Mpumalanga before,
the province where I grew up,” says Florence. “We were
given pocket money to buy some snacks for the trip, which
immediately helped to put me at ease as I realised that
Thebe had our best interests at heart!”

The outing involved two days of intensive talks,
demonstrations and business overviews. Students were
given the unique opportunity to apply learnt theory into
practice, and experience first-hand the inner workings of a
number of successful businesses in the agricultural sector.
These experiences deepened their understanding of what
to expect in the working world, and exposed them to a
number of teamwork and relationship-building encounters.
The itinerary of the tour was overseen by Mr Mokgethi
Tshabalala, and included activities such as observing trading
on the various fresh produce floors, a tour of the market,
overviews of various business operations such as Grow
Fresh Produce and Harvest Fresh Farm, a tour of the
packing facility and farming operations, and an address by
the chairperson of the TIC, Mr Vusi Khanyile.

The students were accommodated at an upmarket
guesthouse in Alberton – another new experience for them.
“I thought we would stay in a hostel, but I was wrong. It
was like being on holiday with everything provided – even
toiletries, food and a very comfy bed!”
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THE POWER OF PERSISTENCE AND POSITIVITY
Twenty-four-year-old Marvelous Thembi Sikwili grew
up in the rural community of Acornhoek, Mpumalanga.
Raised by a single mother and the eldest of three siblings,
the family relied on social grants to survive.
“I matriculated from Shobiyana High School in 2014, and
registered at the University of Mpumalanga in Nelspruit for
a three-year Diploma in Agriculture. I had always wanted
to be a highschool teacher, but Mpumalanga University did
not offer the course I initially wanted to major in. I chose
the next best thing, and while registering was told about
the Dr Mabuza Scholarship Programme, which I applied
for. When I found out a few weeks later that I had been
accepted I was overjoyed, as there is no way I would
have been able to afford tertiary education without my
fees being paid for,” he explains.
Marvelous says that without the support of Joel
Dikgole he would never have made it through
his three years of study. “Before I met Joel,
I had never had a father figure in my life. I
immediately connected with him, he is so easy to
communicate with and goes above and beyond
for his students.”
The biggest challenge for Marvelous was his
one year of in-service training at a farm in Malelane.
He arrived to the most basic of accommodation, with no
furniture or bedding to speak of. Joel immediately stepped
in and organised a bed, fridge, desk and other basic
furniture essentials.
“One of the major problems I encountered during my year
of practical experience was that the farm managers did
not know what to do with us. We were treated as general
labourers initially, with no mentorship or teaching involved.
We were just given the most basic of instructions and
they did not understand that we still had to study at night.
There was no understanding and clear definition of their
role or ours for that matter. However, Joel took the
time to come and visit us and followed up with regular
phone calls. He was instrumental in advising the farm
managers on what we were there to do – namely to
learn, be given practical experience and mentored.”
Joel also assisted Marvelous when it was time to
graduate. “When Joel found out that I was not going to
attend my graduation because I couldn’t afford a graduation
gown, he insisted that I attend. He immediately bought my
own gown for me and paid for my family and me to travel
to Nelspruit to attend the ceremony. Having my family with
me as I graduated from university was one of the most
wonderful experiences of my life.”

According to Marvelous, Joel
taught him the importance of
persistence and positivity. “While
I was so grateful for being given
the opportunity to study, there
were times when I thought I had
chosen the wrong degree, when
the work was hard and people
were tough, and I just wanted to
give up. I would think to myself
– what have you gotten yourself
into? It was Joel who taught me
that life isn’t easy, so I needed to
believe in myself, grab hold of all
the opportunities that come my
way, learn from them and prove
my detractors wrong.”
Marvelous has since returned to
the farm where he completed his
internship. He is still in contact
with Joel, who continues to be
the primary father figure in his
life. While Marvelous says it is
not his ideal job, he is grateful
to be in full-time employment.
“This is a stepping stone to
where I really want to be, which
is in the agricultural marketing
sector,” he acknowledges. “I love
working with people, and when
we visited the Johannesburg
Fresh Produce Market for some
practical work experience I
immediately connected with the
people working on the fresh
produce floors. Marketing the
fruit and vegetables to potential
buyers is exactly where I see
myself ending up.”
Marvelous, we look forward to
following your life’s journey of
growth and development in the
years to come.
“Thank you very much
Sir for being a father
throughout my journey” –
Marvelous Thembi Sikwili

COMMUNITY SERVICE
An important condition of the Dr. EJ Mabuza Scholarship
is the concept of ‘giving back’, and the requirement for all
beneficiaries to participate in community projects in their
respective communities. During 2018, bursary holders were
involved with a number of NGOs and community initiatives
such as:
•

Kutlwanong Advocacy Group

•

Women/Youth Against Crime

•

Love Life (HIV)

•

Sinothando Place of Safety

•

Masifunde (library services)

•

Phaphamani Home Based Care

•

Academic Peer Educators’ Programme

•

Masibekela Nursery Based Care

•

Skapandoda Secondary School (library services)

•

Tjakastad Dorp (environment and garden services)

•

Makhundu Home Based Care Centre

•

Various orphanages and childrens’ homes

•

Financial Report
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Busie Solane, Nomalunga Zwane and Nokwanda Shezi.
(this was the day of the study tour for agriculture students)

CHAPTER THREE:
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
2019 BURSARY APPLICATIONS

Scholarship fund recipients
with Ntate Dikgole –
Thebe Foundation
representative
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Applications for 2019 bursaries were approved and funds
disbursed to all the universities within the 2018 financial
year end. Students registering in the fields of Corporate
Finance, Energy Engineering, Mining Engineering, Geology,
Solar Photovoltaic Services, Solar Engineering and
Electrical Engineering were eligible to apply.
An advertisement was e-mailed to the universities of
KwaZulu-Natal, Pretoria, Wits, Johannesburg, Mpumalanga,
Sol Plaatje and Cape Town – all higher-learning institutions
recognised for the qualifications the Foundation earmarked
for funding in 2019. However, this did not prevent several
applications from a number of other institutions as well. This
is testament to the growing popularity and uptake of the
funding programme. Added to this is the calibre of student
that the initiative is attracting. An example of this is Sinoxolo
Madasi, a second-year Bachelor of Science student
specialising in Applied Mathematics. In 2018 Sinoxolo was
awarded a gold medal in Chemistry, and continues to fly the
Dr EJ Mabuza Scholarship flag high in 2019, excelling in all
of her subjects.
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The course encompasses a number of
focus areas, including:
•

Strategies for business growth

•

Employer–employee relations

•

Regulatory environment for smmes

•

Business performance improvements

of Thebe Foundation

•

Risk management and growing your business with
minimum capital

Johannesburg Centre for

•

Marketing management for growth

•

It as a business enabler for growth

•

Sars tax issues for smmes

•

Financial management and costing

•

Productivity and quality management systems

The Small Business

Enrichment Programme
(SBEP), an initiative
and the University of

Entrepreneurship, was
developed 10 years ago

as a premier short-term
learning programme

designed for start-up
business owners.

Our 2018 group of graduates

CHAPTER THREE: ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
The Thebe Foundation

as well as the UJ Centre

for Entrepreneurship

supports an integrated

business development

model, whereby training
is integrated with other

initiatives to ensure the

provision of balanced

support across the entire

entrepreneurial system,

thereby ensuring optimum
success on the part of the

participants.
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UJ Small Business Enrichment Programme
About
The Small Business Enrichment Programme (SBEP), an initiative of the Thebe
Foundation and the University of Johannesburg Centre for Entrepreneurship, was
developed 10 years ago as a premier short-term learning programme designed for
start-up business owners. The business strategy turnaround programme targets
entrepreneurs who have been in business for a minimum of two years, or possess
the appropriate work experience and level of personal development required to
succeed in the programme. Since its inception, more than 200 companies have
successfully completed and benefited from the initiative.
Tailor-made for different sectors and designed to meet the specific needs of its
participants, the programme is typically implemented over a 12-week period.
Complementary modules are offered as and when necessary to bolster the
programme and improve desired outcomes. Participants attend lectures once a
week at the University of Johannesburg’s Soweto campus, and receive NQF
Level 5 accreditation at the end of the course. Participants are required to
develop business turnaround reports based on strategies and lessons learnt during
the programme. These are then presented to a panel of experts for feedback.
Attendees also document formal business turnaround strategies to be implemented
in their businesses beyond the programme.
line.

2018 Thebe Foundation
Involvement
Since its inception, the University of Johannesburg’s
Small Business Enrichment Programme has proven
to be an ideal intervention for upcoming, previously
disadvantaged SMMEs. The Thebe Foundation’s
enterprise and supplier development framework provides
financial and nonfinancial support to the beneficiaries of
the programme. This is done to aid and accelerate the
development, sustainability and ultimate financial and
operational independence of the programme beneficiaries.
In 2018, the recruitment of programme participants was
undertaken by the University of Johannesburg. In the
first round, a total of 34 candidates were interviewed, of
which 20 were selected and sponsored by Thebe. In the
second round, a total of 42 candidates were interviewed
and another 20 more students selected and sponsored by
the UJ Centre for Entrepreneurship. Out of this total of 40
students, 25 were earmarked for the Thebe Foundation.
All 40 students were invited to attend an orientation
session at the UJ Soweto campus where the training was
undertaken. During this session they were advised on
the roll-out of the project and its assessment plans, and
introduced to the administration teams from the UJ Centre
for Entrepreneurship, Thebe Foundation and Zengwe
Advisory, who implement the post-programme mentorship
initiative.

Classes took place every Wednesday once a week for
a period of 12 weeks. Participants attended classes at
the UJ Soweto Campus, starting at 9am and finishing at
4:30pm.
Throughout the programme, all learning units were
facilitated by experienced lecturers quality-assured by
the University of Johannesburg. Key emphasis is placed
on ensuring that lecturers have adequate business
backgrounds, while select industry experts are used to
supplement the lecturing team as and when needed. All
sessions were facilitated per schedule, with more than
80% of participants successfully attending the compulsory
12-class training sessions.
Four extra supplementary classes on Quality Management
Systems and Financial Management and Costing were
provided to 20% of the students, to ensure that the overall
combined efforts yielded the expected benefits for all
stakeholders. In future, lectures in emotional intelligence
(softskill) and Thebe Foundation’s procurement policies
and procedures will also be considered.
Ninety-five percent (35 out of 40) participants
successfully met the compulsory minimum attendance
and assessment requirements. All 35 learners were
acknowledged at a formal graduation ceremony held
at UJ’s Soweto campus on the May 7 2019. Only five
students could not complete the programme due to
various reasons. Some of these students are being further
assisted in 2019.
Since the 2018 programme wrapped up, assessments
have been conducted on both the programme and its
participants to determine their level of development
and potential further needs. Broadly speaking, most of
the programme beneficiaries reported that they were
happy with the journey they had undertaken to develop
themselves and their businesses. Another impact
assessment of the training programme is further desirable
at least 12 to 24 months after completion.

Since its inception, the University of

Johannesburg’s Small Business Enrichment
Programme has proven to be an ideal

intervention for up-coming, previously
disadvantaged SMMEs.
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ZENGWE ADVISORY SERVICES

LIVING A DREAM
- Alone Pilusa, Founder and MD of Merafong FM

The success of this project is highly dependent on a number of collective efforts to exponentially increase the success output
rate of our students. The Thebe Foundation, as well as the UJ Centre for Entrepreneurship, supports an integrated business
development model, whereby training is integrated with other initiatives to ensure the provision of balanced support across
the entire entrepreneurial system, thereby ensuring the optimum success on the part of the participants. In this regard, we
are highly appreciative of the complementary mentorship support afforded to select graduates of the programme by Zengwe
Advisory Services – specifically to those businesses that exhibit commitment, dedication and high-growth potential.

...management
and delivery of
advisory services to
small and medium
enterprises (SMEs)
The 1st day of the programme

Zengwe joined the team of the
UJ Small Business Enrichment
Programme in 2017, and works
very closely with all of the
programme partners to formally
curate a collaborative support
structure to assist mentees in the
best possible way throughout their
journey.

Class session

Growing successful businesses

Building communities. Our bottom line.
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Established in 2016, Zengwe Advisory
Services specialises in the management
and delivery of advisory services
to small and medium enterprises
(SMEs). With a focus on small
business development, Zengwe utilises
enterprise and supplier development to
assist small and micro-enterprises to
receive the funding and support they so
desperately need in order to grow and
be successful.
Zengwe is involved with the students
from the get-go, attending the
introductory orientation session for
new participants as well as lectures
throughout the course of the
programme. This ensures that the
organisation can develop the most
impactful mentorship strategies for
the students when they graduate, and
bring other experts onboard as and
when needed.

Alone Pilusa has always had a passion for radio. Inspired by Oprah and Tim Modise, he always dreamed of pursuing a career
in broadcasting. “Since primary school I have always wanted to read the news,” he says with a laugh.

Book launch

Fast forward a few years, and Alone began volunteering at
Jozi FM to gain first-hand journalism experience. He applied
for a bursary at the University of the Witwatersrand, and
when asked during his interview process why he should
be given a bursary, replied that he wanted to open a radio
station in Carltonville.
“At the time, Carltonville was facing massive societal
challenges,” he explains. “There were a number of ongoing
municipal demarcation disputes, with Khutsong refusing to
be transferred from Gauteng into the NorthWest province.
As a result, many riots and uprisings erupted which I believe
could have been avoided had there been a social platform
for dialogue and stakeholder engagement. My radio station
idea was borne out of this desire to provide such a platform.”
Swayed by his passion and determination, the University
of Witwatersrand granted Alone a bursary to study
broadcasting; bringing him closer to the dream he had held
dear since he was in Grade 12. After graduating, Alone
secured a licence for a new radio station. Armed with a
burning passion but not much else, he quickly realised that
this was not enough. While trying to secure funding to kickstart his radio station business, Alone realised that business
skills and knowledge were just as important as desire.
Coming across an advert in the Sowetan newspaper for the
UJ Small Business Enrichment Programme together with the
Thebe Foundation, he applied and has never looked back.

The official launch of Your Dream Matters was
held at the University of Johannesburg on the
23 July 2019. Key stakeholders from the Thebe
Foundation, Thebe itself and the Small Business
Enrichment Programme were all present, as well
as Alone’s mentor and former Thebe Foundation
CEO, Mokgethi Tshabalala.
After an official welcome and introduction to
Alone, Mokgethi took to the podium to convey
some heartfelt words.
“I was there when your dream of opening a radio
station and writing a book was born,” he said
to Alone. “When we met years ago, you dared to
dream. You were willing to learn and ask for
help, and to pay the price for your many sacrifices.
You were grateful for the assistance, support and
money we gave you, and used them to your full
advantage. Always remember what was done for
you, to do for others.”
He concluded: “Thebe was started in 1992 by
giants. We believe we can help others, and it
is indeed our duty to, because we stand on the
shoulders of giants.”
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At the time of registering with the programme, Merafong FM only had
a licence and struggled with securing resources such as equipment,
start-up capital and infrastructure. “I learned so much during the
programme, from managing risk as a start-up to managing finances
and human capital,” Alone says. “It made me aware of some of the
crucial aspects of business survival, such as separating myself from the
business entity. Sometimes we rely on talent and passion to succeed, yet
acquiring the right business skill and acumen is crucial in the journey of
entrepreneurship.”

FROM BEAUTY to bunnies

The UJ Small Business Enrichment Programme ran over a period of 10
weeks. Upon graduation, the former CEO of the Thebe Foundation, Mr
Mokgethi Tshabalala, took Alone under his wing to mentor him. “Ntate
Tshabalala saw something in me that I did not see,” notes Alone. “He told
me that I had inspired him to do more, and to help solve real problems.
He is not only my mentor but one of my biggest supporters.”

Lindile’s small business grew quickly, expanding to include all beauty-type
products and perfumes. “We added cosmetics with the money that came
into the business as well as using some of my income to help with the
stocking of products. While the business grew to around R5, 000 a month
earnings, we had more downs than ups. Customers would take products
on credit and recovering the money was always a hassle. There were some
instances where I never recovered the money,” she says. “I also lacked
focus, taking stock was a challenge and I couldn’t handle the finances. I
became too complacent in the already congested beauty and cosmetics
industry.”

- Lindile Sibisi, rabbit farmer and founder Beauty
Products and Perfumes for Less
Lindile Sibisi started her cosmetics company Beauty Products and
Perfumes for Less to provide a second, supplementary income stream.
“The name pretty much explains itself,” she chuckles, “but I am also a
typical woman in that I have always loved make-up!”

Thebe funded Alone’s start-up with seed capital of R100, 000. This was
used to buy soundproofing equipment, a beat mixer and cover start-up
operational costs. Merafong FM went live on September 24 2015.

A friend, attending the UJ Small Business Enrichment Programme herself,
recommended the course to Lindile. “I had already noticed how her attitude
and behaviour towards her business had changed for the better. She
was dynamic in setting goals and achieving them, unlike myself. I could
immediately see how the programme could benefit me and ultimately my
business.”

Today, the radio station boasts 30 employees, 70, 000 listeners and
more than R1m per annum. Asked if the UJ Small Business Enrichment
Programme had an impact on his business, Alone responds with a
resounding ‘yes’! “The programme has exposed me to a pool of mentors
I would have otherwise never met. I have had the privilege of being
introduced to Minister Nhlanhla Nene, and was mentored by Mr Greg
Maloka, the MD of Kaya FM and one of the Thebe Group companies,” he
adds.

Lindile says that the UJ Small Business Enrichment Programme completely
changed the way she thinks about business.
“Meeting like-minded entrepreneurs who were on the same path as me was
hugely inspirational. Through collaboration we were able to work together
to find solutions to grow our businesses. The course challenged us to think
outside the box, and forced us to face real business challenges and make
important business decisions each day.”

Never one to sit still for long, Alone launched a book in July 2019
entitled Your Dream Matters. In the book he speaks to those who are
ready to take action, discover their dreams and pursue them until they
are achieved. He continues to make his mark in the radio and business
world, founding both the Alone Pilusa Foundation and the Merafong
Radio Academy, and delving into motivational speaking and newspaper
journalism among many others endeavours.

During the programme Lindile took an interest in rabbit farming, and with
the advice from her lecturers and peers started researching the topic. This
resulted in her attending a course specialising in rabbit farming, where she
realised that partnering it with herb farming could potentially change the
course of her future.

Inspired by his dream to pursue radio, and his need to inspire others
to chase their dreams, Alone is a veritable example of the power and
potential of purpose, passion and persistence.

Lindile currently owns a 60m2-sized herb garden, which hosts her rabbits
for breeding purposes. She employs two people, and is attending on-going
training at the Dobsonville Youth Centre for rabbit breeding. Going full
circle, her rabbit urine and manure is used to fertilise the herb garden.

Sometimes we rely on talent and
passion to succeed, yet acquiring the right
business skill and acumen is crucial in the
journey of entrepreneurship.
Building communities. Our bottom line.
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“The creation, development and implementation of my rabbit business
all occurred during my time at the UJ Small Business Programme,” she
notes. “I wouldn’t have been able to go through it all without the guidance,
motivation and mentorship of my lecturers.”

Lindile Sibisi has progressed from owning a volatile
beauty company to a flourishing and sustainable
organic farming business.

Lindile has progressed from owning a volatile beauty company to a
flourishing and sustainable organic farming business. Along the way, she
has been taught the significance of having a unique business idea, the need
for stocktaking and the importance of effective implementation strategies.
“I no longer view business as a survival tool but as an investment for the
future,” she concludes.
Impact Report 2019
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CHAPTER FOUR:
OTHER IMPACT INITIATIVES
Although not Thebe Foundation initiated projects, we are supporting a number of indirect beneficiaries through the
passion, dedication and enthusiasm of our employees. At Thebe we take pride in living our values, and the stories
that follow are examples of exactly this - charities and organisations that are receiving personal contributions and a
helping hand from some of our caring staff members.
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OTHER IMPACT INITIATIVES
Danie van Zyl (DVZ) Amateur Wrestling Club
Christopher Sharper was only nine years old when he witnessed his stepfather torch his grandmother. He sees his mother
– a recovering alcoholic, only once a month, and has spent most of his life homeless, living on the top of buildings. And yet,
at the age of 18, Christopher is one of the best wrestlers in the country, having recently won two gold medals at the South
African Junior Championships. More significantly, he has become an inspiration and leader in his community, and a mentor to
many of the young children from the desperately poor community of Newlands, Johannesburg.

Wrestling is not only
my passion but also a
cheap and easy way
to get these kids off
the streets. It offers
them a disciplined and
safe way to get their
frustrations and anger
out, and simultaneously
get fit and improve
their focus.

Wrestling in action

“For Thebe Foundation, this is a story about the
resilience of the human spirit. It is a typical story of
what we stand for as a contributor in nation building,
as well as an example of how our people truly live
Building
communities.
Our bottom line.
Thebe’s
core values.”
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This miraculous transformation
is largely due to Danie Erasmus,
owner of the Danie van Zyl (DVZ)
Amateur Wrestling Club based near
Maraisburg. Born and raised in the
area, Danie was a South African
wrestler himself, and started the club
in 2010 to provide a safe haven for
the homeless children of the area,
and a healthy alternative for them to
relieve some of the hardships of their
daily existence.
The plight of the children at DVZ
and the transformational work being
done by Danie was brought to the
attention of the Thebe Foundation
by Jacques de Wet, Head: Business
Development Unit at Thebe. Jacques
was instrumental in securing R 50
000 funding for the club in 2018
through the Thebe Foundation.

DVZ welcomes children of all ages

“My boys started wrestling from a
young age in their rugby off-season
as a means to stay fit. DVZ was the
closest club to us, which is how I got
to meet Danie and witness firsthand
the amazing work he is doing with
these kids. Danie is a father figure to
the boys in the club. He feeds them,
undertakes home visits, steps in
when there are problems and meets
with the boys’ schools – he is literally
available for them 24 hours a day. He
started the club with one wrestling
mat on the floor but has gone on to
achieve so much more.”

DVZ is one of the poorest wrestling
clubs in Johannesburg. Based in a
recreational hall owned by the local
municipality, the club offers training
on Monday and Wednesday evenings,
and the opportunity to wrestle and
participate in Saturday Inter-club
competitions, arranged by the Central
Gauteng Wrestling Federation. The
children do not pay any fees, and
Danie does not earn a salary. Most
Saturdays, Danie picks up the kids
and takes them around Gauteng to
compete, a round-trip that can cost
anything up to R 2000 at a time.
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With a rental of R 900 a month for
the hall as well as yearly competition
and registration fees, the club relies
entirely on donations to survive.
“Most of these kids do not have
fathers, and live an incredibly hard
life on the streets,” notes Jacques.
“Hunger, poverty, abuse and drugs
are rife. Wrestling is a cheap and
easy way to get them off the streets.
It offers a disciplined and safe way
to get their frustrations and anger
out, and simultaneously get fit and
improve their focus. My boys have
grown up with many of these kids,
and they have touched my families’
life in many special ways.”
Since its inception, the club has
produced an impressive 25 provincial
champions and 12 South African
champions.
Christopher has been unable to
travel overseas to compete due to
a lack of ID and Unabridged Birth
Certificate, but excelled at the recent
South African Junior Championships.
Darren Dickman won two bronze
medals at the Tallinn Open Youth
Championships, held in Estonia
Russia, in 2018. With nearly 2000
wrestlers at the competition, the
Tallinn Open is Europe’s largest
wrestling tournament. Only two
wrestlers from Central Gauteng were
chosen to compete, of which Darren
was one. Danie organised a raffle to
raise the R 35 000 needed to send
Darren overseas, and also gave him R
9000 spending money from his own
pocket.
“The first thing Darren did when
we arrived in Russia was to buy me
a present to say thank you,” says
Danie. “When we returned he gave
me back R 3000 of his pocket
money that he hadn’t spent. I find
it incredible that a kid from a poor
background has the maturity and

honesty to return money, instead
of spending it all or keeping it for
himself. I don’t know what we are
doing, but we are clearly doing
something right!”
Daniel Mashinini or Zulu as he is
called, is another talented individual
with a harrowing story to tell.
Originally from the Vryheid area,
Zulu’s father was run down by a
drunk. Zulu lives with his mother and
brother in a shack in Newlands, and
the family survives on Zulu’s mother’s
domestic worker’s income of only
R 3000 per month. Zulu has won
numerous medals at SA Champs over
the years. Jacques is currently in the
process of assisting Zulu in securing
loans and funding for his university
studies.
The story of Spamandla Mammotsta
and how he acquired his nickname,
perhaps epitomises the close bond
that Danie has established with his
kids over the years. “When Willie
arrived to train one day out of the
blue, he couldn’t speak English or
Afrikaans. We didn’t even know his
name and we couldn’t understand
him, so we just called him Willie. The
name has stuck to this day, and even
his own mother calls him that now!”
DVZ is now bursting at the seams
with 27 new members this year
alone. Both Jacques and Danie
agree that a new training space is
needed – one they can call their own,
where their equipment doesn’t have
to packed away after each training
session, and one which is big enough
to host fixtures.
“These kids have made something of
themselves and their lives despite the
most challenging of circumstances,”
adds Jacques. “From disadvantaged
young kids to community leaders - it
just goes to show what dreaming big
can do.”

Building communities. Our bottom line.
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Donations Needed
For Thebe Foundation, this is a story
about the resilience of human spirit. It
is a typical story of what we stand for
as a contributor in nation building, as
well as an example of how our people
truly live Thebe’s core values. To us
Danie is a hero, he has taken kids
from all walks of life and has fathered
them for over 10 years. A true spirit
of Ubuntu.
For those that can help, to continue
operating sustainably the Danie van
Zyl Wrestling Club is urgently in
need of a new wrestling mat to use
for competitions (R180 000), and to
pay their yearly fees to the Gauteng
Wrestling Federation (R30 000).
In 2020 the club is aiming to take
two children to the Tallinn Open
in Estonia, which will require at
least R90 000 of funding, excluding
Danie’s costs to accompany them.
Every year DVZ travels to Cape
Town for competitions and is looking
to buy a 22 seater bus to use for tours
as well as its weekly competitions.

“Jacques de Wet,
Head: Business
Development
Unit at Thebe, was
instrumental in
securing
R50, 000 funding
for the club in 2018
through the Thebe
Foundation.”

A quiet moment of reflection
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Spamandla Mammotsa (Willie) 15

Christopher Sharper 18

Danie Erasmus

Darren Dickman 15

Daniel Mashinini (Zulu) 17

Ishmael Saptoe 16

Jesse Jonke 10

Shawn Gallant 13

Distribution Figures for Grow Fresh Produce Agent and Pride Milling Company:
Distribution list for the month of November 2018
Grow Fresh Produce Agent (PTY) Ltd
Item

Quantity

18kg Bananas

12 boxes

18,50 kg Apples

4 boxes

Peaches (single lay)

160 boxes

12,50kg Pears

11 boxes

Distribution list for the month of May 2019
Grow Fresh Produce Agent (Pty) Ltd

The TPAM team and GROW distributing food

Any donations would be greatly appreciated.

THEBE PROPERTY ASSET MANAGEMENT – BERTRAMS MEWS FOOD DRIVE
Through its interactions
with the young tenants
residing at Thebe Property
Asset Management’s
(TPAM - a member company
of Thebe Group) student
accommodation in Bertrams,
inner-city Johannesburg,
the organisation quickly
realised that tuition fees and
accommodation infrastructure
were not the only challenges
the students faced. The
ability to afford healthy food,
fresh fruit, vegetables and
nourishing meals was a major
challenge, and one that directly
impaired the learning process.
In November 2018, TPAM took it
upon themselves to address the
need for healthy meals, approaching
Thebe’s Group Companies and other
external organisations for support and
CSI spend. The organisation aims to

support its student tenants, enabling
them to focus on their studies without
having to worry about what to eat.
Many of the students are not yet
employed, have low or zero income
and depend on their bursaries or
families for support. TPAM helps to
provide a home-away-from-home
environment for them, ultimately
benefiting their studies.
As a direct result of their commitment
to giving back, on November 23
2018 Grow Fresh Produce Agent
(PTY) Ltd (a member company
of Thebe Group led by Mokgethi
Tshabalala), distributed fruit valued
at R7,020 to 223 tenants residing
at TPAM’s student accommodation.
Since then, the company has donated
fruit in May and June 2019, and
Pride Milling Co has come on board
and donated nearly 450 bags of
maize meal in 2019 alone.

Building communities. Our bottom line.
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TPAM aims to grow the initiative in
2019 and recently distributions have
been delivered monthly on midmonth. Earlier deliveries are made
when there are expected supplier
delays or prior to student holidays.
Looking ahead, the Thebe
Foundation wishes to explore
the feasibility of taking over the
distribution process, thereby giving
credits for donations from Grow
directly and passing it on to the
deserving students through TPAM.
This will be achieved through a
partnership deal entered into between
the Foundation and TPAM. This
initiative aligns with the Foundation’s
strategy of entering a sector slowly,
and allowing the organisation to
learn as it grows into future investors
benefitting our communities.
The Foundation will in due course
issue a Section 18A certificate to
TPAM (Grow/Pride) Fresh Produce in
recognition of the food donation made.

Item

Quantity

18.5kg Apples (Fuji)

10 boxes

18.5kg Apples (Golden)

10 boxes

12.5kg Pears

16 boxes

4kg Avocados

95 boxes

10kg Naartjies

21 boxes

  

Pride Milling Co. (Pty) Ltd
Item

Quantity

2.5kg Maize meal

224 bags

  Distribution

list for the month of June 2019
Grow Fresh Produce Agent (Pty) Ltd

Item

Quantity

18.5kg Apples (Golden)

4 boxes

11kg Pears

8 boxes

8kg Avocados

8 boxes

6kg Oranges

10 boxes
Pride Milling Co. (Pty) Ltd

Item

Quantity

2.5kg Maize meal

224 bags

NUTRITIONAL VALUE FOR STUDENTS
According to doctors’ orders, one apple a day keeps the doctor away. In essence, providing maize meal from Pride Milling and
fruits from Grow Fresh Produce, the Thebe companies are collaborating to bring true impact where it really matters most.
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THEBE YA MOSADI
The Thebe ya Mosadi initiative was started by Thebe Investment Corporation as a drive to
inspire and support the empowerment of women. Conceptualised by then group FD Dineo
Molefe, the campaign initially began as an annual Women’s Day lunch to celebrate the
women of Thebe and its partners. The current custodian of Thebe ya Mosadi, Ms Refiloe
Nkadimeng, was instrumental in setting up a partnership with the Imbumba Foundation
in 2014, in support of their Caring4Girls programme. Caring4Girls is an extension of the
greater Thebe ya Mosadi vision to empower women of all ages and spheres, by providing
free sanitary towels to young girls who do not have access to them.

Thebe Foundation site visit

Handing out sanitary towels

female learners and make the topic of menstruation seem like it’s taboo or something to be ashamed of. The boys in these
schools also need to understand what it is the girls go through as well,” adds Lineo.
The Thebe ya Mosadi Caring4Girls campaign is an extension of TIC’s motto of “Building Communities. Our bottom line.” It is
an initiative that rings true to Thebe’s core values - for women, endorsed by women, but supported by all. Since the initiative
began, more than 15,000 sanitary towels have been collected – and counting. We look forward to increasing these numbers
in 2019 and beyond.

As Thebe ya Mosadi we want to empower women from a

young age by increasing their presence in school, and ultimately

Handing out sanitary towels

According to Thebe’s Lineo Letele, the initiative’s primary
objective is to keep young girls in school. “Female learners
can miss up to 50 days of schooling in a year due to a
lack of sanitary towels while menstruating. As Thebe ya
Mosadi we want to empower women from a young age
by increasing their presence in school, and ultimately
enhancing their academic performance,” she explains.
A 2018 study by the Stellenbosch University (SU) Law
Clinic found that about 30% of girls in South Africa do not
attend school when they are menstruating because they
cannot afford sanitary products. This is especially true for
girls in rural areas where resources are not readily available,
and food for the household takes precedence over sanitary
products. The harsh reality is that disposable sanitary
products are prohibitively unaffordable for many girls and
women, making it difficult to maintain good menstrual
hygiene and often leading to health and wellness issues.
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enhancing their academic performance

Since its humble beginnings, the initiative has evolved
to become a regular donation drive, with sanitary towels
collected on a monthly basis through a variety of means.
Boxes are available throughout Thebe’s group company
offices to enable physical donations, pledge forms are sent
out monthly to all employees, staff members can setup
a salary deduction to contribute a monthly amount, and
donations are also encouraged at all of Thebe’s womenfocused events. As a result, a four-month supply of sanitary
pads is now regularly distributed to Grade 8 to 12 learners
of a school that Thebe has chosen to partner with. This
depends on factors such as affordability and the number of
girls versus estimated collections. In 2018, the beneficiary
was Diepdale Secondary School in Soweto.

Thebe Ya Mosadi event

Thebe has started combining its sanitary towel drop-offs
with a career fair in order to include the boys of the school
as well. “We believe that it is important not to isolate our
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